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Subjugate the Earth

Motiv ©: akg images

Philipp Blom’s global history
of nature’s subjugation

C U LT U R E & H I S T O R Y

Where does
our obsession to
dominate nature
come from? The
story of an idea
that is destroying
the planet

PHILIPP BLOM

English sample
translation
available

»And replenish the Earth and subdue it,«
ordered the author of the book of Genesis
around 3,000 years ago, speaking his words
through the mouth of the Creator. And so
began the idea that humanity has a special
place on Earth and is allowed to use its resources
with impunity, an idea so strong it took root
across the globe. Whoever resisted pitted themselves against colonisers and businesspeople
claiming they were beholden to higher ideals.
In this epic history of the environment, Phillip
Blom tells the story of nature’s subjugation, the

»Like always with Blom:
impressively good and

consequences of which have propelled
today’s world towards the brink of collapse.
We need to free our-selves from our insistence
on superiority over nature if we are to survive.

convincing writing.«
Rainer Volk, SWR

Sales
Italy (Marsilio), Netherlands (Bezige Bij)

• Humanity must learn that nature
does not owe us its service
• A global history from ancient times

Selected backlist: Nature's Mutiny:
Estonia (Argo), France (FMSH), Italy (Marsilio),
Netherlands (Bezige Bij), Spain (Anagrama),
UK (Macmillan)

512 pages
September 2022

to the present day

Foto ©: Peter Rigaud

Philipp Blom
born in 1970, studied Philosophy, History and
Jewish Studies in Vienna and at Oxford. He
works in Vienna as a writer and historian and has
received many prizes including the fellowship of
the Getty Research Institute in Los Angeles, the
Premis Internacionals Terenci Moix and the NDR
Kultur Non-Fiction Book Prize. He is the author
of the books Die Welt aus den Angeln (2017) and
Was auf dem Spiel steht (2017).
phillip-blom.eu

Philipp Blom
Subjugate the Earth
The beginning and
end of humanity’s
domination of nature
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C U LT U R E & H I S T O R Y

ANDREAS ISENSCHMID

»Everyone has
forgotten that
I’m Jewish.
Except me.«

Even though being Jewish was central to
Proust, he didn’t write about it for a long time.
But that all changed with In Search of Lost
Time. His most famous book is imbued with

Marcel Proust

Jewish culture from the first line of the first
draft to the last note penned on the night of his
death. Marcel Proust’s mother was Jewish and
his father a Catholic; he himself was christened

»The most
important book
on Proust in
recent decades.«

a Catholic but wasn’t observant. It was not until
the Dreyfus affair captivated the French public
for years that he became aware of the true
extent of antisemitism in his country. In this
brilliant essay, Andreas Isenschmid illustrates
how In Search of Lost Time is also a highly
differentiated history of Jewish assimilation in
France – one that never quite succeeded.

Michael Mar

• 100th anniversary of Proust’s
death on 18 November 2022
Andreas Isenschmid
born in Basel in 1952, lives in Berlin. He is one of
the most distinguished German-language literary
critics. After many years in radio, television and
print journalism (Weltwoche, Tages-Anzeiger and
NZZ) he now works for Die Zeit and 3sat. He has
been a juror for the Bachmann Prize and the
German Book Prize. His last publication was
Marcel Proust (Deutscher Kunstverlag, 2017).

• New approach to Proust’s oeuvre
seen from the angle of his Jewish

Sales
All rights available

Andreas Isenschmid
The Elephant
in the Room
Proust and His
Jewish Identity
208 pages with index
August 2022

identity and as a keen observer
of the Dreyfus affair

Foto ©: Paula Winkler

• An elegant essay by a brilliant
stylist and notable Proust scholar
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C U LT U R E & H I S T O R Y

The
German
Republic’s
fight for
its life

PETER REICHEL

1923 was a year of crisis for Germany. Inner
conflicts weighed upon the conquered nation.
France occupied the Ruhr to force through
its demands. The costs of passive resistance
caused hyperinflation. The Great Coalition
fell apart and the nationalist right wing tried
to overthrow the government in Bavaria. But
Hitler’s putsch did not succeed. Through great
effort and luck, President Friedrich Ebert was
able to save the Republic temporarily, but too
few people were prepared to invest their trust
in the government. 1923 came to symbolise
the instability of Germany’s new democracy.

»What was supposed to happen
in Germany when parliamentary
democracy ran out of solutions?«

These events, according to Peter Reichel,
testify to the political parties’ inability at the
time to resolve conflicts and come to agreements through compromise. He graphically
illustrates how the handling of crises in 1923
already pointed to the outcome in 1933.

Sales
All rights available

• A book about the vulnerability
of democracies
• The government crisis, the Ruhrkampf,
and Hitler’s putsch: opposing factions
in 1923 threatened to topple the
Weimar Republic

Foto ©: Peter Reichel

Peter Reichel
born in 1942, was a professor of History until
2007 at the University of Hamburg. He is the
author of Der schöne Schein des Dritten Reichs.
Faszination und Gewalt des Faschimus (1991),
Politik mit der Erinnerung. Gedächtnisorte im
Streit um die nationalsozialistische Vergangenheit (1995) and Erfundene Erinnerung. Weltkrieg
und Judenmord im Film und Theater (2004), all
published by Hanser.

Peter Reichel
Saving the Republic?
Germany in the
crisis of 1923
208 pages
August 2022
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C U LT U R E & H I S T O R Y

ERNST STROUHAL

The story of
an eminent
Viennese
family in
the 20th
century

Foto ©: Zsolnay Verlag

Ernst Strouhal
was born in 1957, is a professor at the University
of Applied Arts Vienna, a writer and a journalist.
He received the Austrian State Prize for Cultural
Journalism in 2010 and has worked on exhibitions,
including Ein Lied der Vernunft (Jewish Museum
of the City of Vienna 1996) and Spiele der Stadt
(Wien Museum 2011). His most recent publications
are: Die Welt im Spiel. Atlas der spielbaren Landkarten (2015), Böse Briefe. Zur Geschichte des
Drohens und Erpressens (together with Christoph
Winder, 2017) and Gespräch mit einem Esel.
Vom Lesen mit dem Daumen (2019).

9

Gerda, Friedl, Ilse and Susanne were
the daughters and granddaughters of Moriz
Benedikt, the famous editor of the powerful
Neue Freie Presse, of which Karl Kraus was
a fierce critic. Elias Canetti lived in the same
neighbourhood as the Benedikt family. He
did not escape the gazes of the Benedikt
daughters, who invited him to the salon. The
annexation of Austria put an end to this privileged lifestyle, but the four sisters managed
to escape. Scattered in all directions, they
remained connected through emigration, war
and the post-war era. Ernst Strouhal retells
a story of irretrievable culture, thereby giving
his own mother and three aunts a voice.

• Four readers of Edmund de Waal's
The Hare with Amber Eyes
• Four strong women

Sales
All rights available

Ernst Strouhal
Four Sisters
Distant Vienna,
Foreign World
416 pages with Photos
August 2022

• Draws on previously unknown
documents (letters, diaries, notes)
• Connections to Karl Kraus
and Elias Canetti
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HOW DOES SOCIETY DEAL WITH THE FACT THAT

AND THAT GETTING

BACK TO NORMAL

NOTHING IS NORMAL ANYMORE?
WOULD BE

PLAIN INSANE?

POLITICS & SOCIETY

STEPHAN LESSENICH
»Lessenich
says out loud
things that
many people
do not want
to hear.«

English sample
translation
available

The world is in a permanent state of crisis.
Following the financial crisis and the migration
crisis, the Corona crisis has affected nearly
everyone’s life. And now war has broken out in
Europe. It is becoming increasingly clear that
normality as we know it, and which we long
for, is not going to return. General uncertainty
has taken its place. With a lucid gaze, Stephan
Lessenich analyses society’s response and
reflects on questions that trouble us all. If the
old normal is no longer valid, what will take its
place? And which dynamics occur when social

Barbara Streidl, taz

majorities try to cling to certainties that need
to be questioned with increasing urgency?

Sales
All rights available

• The new book by Germany’s
most renowned sociologist

176 pages
September 2022

• Stephan Lessenich shows how it’s
possible to update outmoded normality

Foto ©: Stephan Lessenich

Stephan Lessenich
born in 1965 in Stuttgart, is Professor of Social
Theory and Social Research at the Goethe
University Frankfurt and the director of the
Institute for Social Research. He is the author
of the Nach uns die Sintflut (2016).

Stephan Lessenich
No Longer Normal
Society on the Verge
of a Nervous Breakdown
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POLITICS & SOCIETY

JOCHEN HÖRISCH

Writers, poets and playwrights are often
regarded as being well-versed in politics. Why
is that? After all, aren’t some novelists closely
associated with autocrats? Don’t some poets
praise dictators, not to mention antisemites?
Some of them toe party lines but some write
outstanding literature. Jochen Hörisch traces
connections between poets and politics from
Wieland to Goethe, and Zola to Amanda
Gorman. Those who write important books are
not necessarily better versed in politics than

»Associative, roving and steeped in culture, Hörisch
makes effortless leaps back and forth in time and

anyone else. Important literature – sometimes
even if it’s politically incorrect – can, of course,
open up new perspectives and in doing
so develop our political acuity.

between disciplines such as literature, art, music,
film and philosophy.« Manfred Papst, NZZ am Sonntag

• Why are we interested in the political

Foto ©: Alfred Gerold

Jochen Hörisch
born in 1951, was a professor for Modern German
Literature and Media Analysis at the University
of Mannheim. He is a member of several academies and lives near Mannheim. He is the author
of Tauschen, sprechen, begehren. Eine Kritik der
unreinen Vernunft (Edition Akzente 2011) and
Hände. Eine Kultgeschichte (2020).

opinions of writers?
• Can politically questionable literature

Sales
All rights available

Jochen Hörisch
Poetry and Politics
Scenes from a
fraught relationship
192 pages with index
July 2022

be admired?
• From the Enlightenment to the present
day: an incisive history of the fraught
relationship between literature and politics
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POLITICS & SOCIETY

MARLEN HOBRACK
»In this empathetic,
»Poor people don’t have a history.«

erudite and gently

On working women, helicopter mothers
and middle-class feminists

polemic book, Marlen

The washing baskets were always full – not

Hobrack complements

with dirty laundry but unpaid bills that her
mother couldn’t settle despite how much she

existing literature on

worked. When Marlen Hobrack looks back
on her deprived childhood in an uneducated

the class divide by

household, she realises that it has little in
common with the stories of people from

providing an urgently

middle-class backgrounds – a class she now
belongs to as a successful journalist. But as a

needed perspective.

woman born in East Germany who at 19
became a single mother, does she really

I cried and learned

belong or is she walking a fine line between
the two worlds? Incisively and instructively,

a lot when reading it.«

Top of the Class clears up the middle-class
myths of equal opportunity and social advan-

Christian Baron

cement. It also shows how, at the heart
of every debate surrounding identity
politics, is also the issue of class.

Sales
All rights available

• Marlen Hobrack formulates the issue
of class from a female perspective in

192 pages
August 2022

a radically new way
• A book that fills in the gaps in sociopolitical and gender-specific issues

Foto ©: Michael Bader

Marlen Hobrack
was born in 1986 in Bautzen. She studied
Literature, Culture and Media Studies after
which she worked in management consulting.
Since 2016 she has been a full-time writer for
various newspapers and magazines including
der Freitag, taz, Die Zeit, Welt and Monopol.

Marlen Hobrack
Top of the Class
How class
divides society
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POLITICS & SOCIETY

SINTHUJAN VARATHARAJAH

How we
talk about
colonialism
today

A woman stands in front of three elephants in
a German zoo. It is Sinthujan Varatharajah’s
mother. She, an asylum-seeking Tamil, and
the elephants have something in common:
they have come a long way. All four
were either abducted or displaced before
their meeting in the elephant house.
From this starting point, Sinthujan Varatharajah
sets out on an intensive search for clues that
unites eye-opening aspects of global colonialism with European asylum politics.
With great clear-sightedness, Sinthujan
Varatharajah calls fundamental certainties
into question, using a personal lens that
etches his story onto the reader’s memory.

Sales
All rights available

Foto ©: Lilian Scarlet Löwenbrück

Sinthujan Varatharajah
is a freelance scholar and essayist living in Berlin
where they curate the reading series dissolving
territories: kulturgeographien eines neuen eelam.
They study Political Geography and took part
in the Berlin Biennale for contemporary art with
the research and art installation how to move an
arche. From 2017 to 2018 they were on the European Commission’s Advisory Board for Asylum
and have worked for several years for various
human rights organisations in London and Berlin.

19

• Sinthujan Varatharajah elevates the

Sinthujan Varatharajah
To All the Places We
Have Left Behind
240 pages
September 2022

debate on colonialism and asylum
politics to a new level
• Eye-opening and forceful
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POLITICS & SOCIETY

ISOLDE CHARIM

Why do we surrender to circumstances? Or in
Spinoza’s words: How is it that »people fight
for their servitude as if it were for their salvation«? This question must be asked over and
over again – but especially in times of crisis
and uncertainty. The answer today is surely:
Narcissism is a social requirement of every
individual: You must become more than you
are – you must become your ideal. But
what does it mean for society if an anti-social

»Charim makes things visible that
we all realise but don’t fully understand.«

principle becomes the dominant ideology?
Isolde Charim explains with impressive
clarity why we voluntarily submit to
the »Agonies of Narcissism.«

Sieglinde Geisel, Westdeutscher Rundfunk

Sales
Korea (Minumsa)

Foto ©: Zsolnay Verlag

Isolde Charim
was born in Vienna, studied philosophy in Vienna
and Berlin, and works as a freelance journalist
and columnist for the taz and the Falter. In 2006,
she received the City of Vienna’s journalism prize.
Her book Myself and Others. How Pluralisation
Changes Us All, for which she received the
Philosophical Book Prize 2018 was published
by Zsolnay. In 2022, she received the Austrian
State Prize for Cultural Journalism.

21

• Up-to-date analysis
• Gets to the bottom of the division

Isolde Charim
The Agonies
of Narcissism
On Voluntary
Submission
256 pages
September 2022

of society
• One of Austria’s most important
intellectual voices
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BIOGRAPHY

CAROLIN WÜRFEL
»Once in lifetime,
at the right time,
you should believe
in the impossible.«
Christa Wolf

Christa Wolf, Brigitte Reimann and Maxie
Wander – were these iconic writers of East
German literature dreamers or doers? Carolin
Würfel’s evocative portrait presents three
women who could not have been more different. But they were united by one thing: their
passion for the promise of socialism, and their
readiness to realise the dream of the Neue

»What a magnificent idea

Mensch – socialism’s ‘ideal human’ – in their

to take these passionate

inspiring and thrilling prose brings the 1950s

GDR writers and bring their
cosmos to life again.«

everyday lives and work. Carolin Würfel’s
and 1960s to life, showing how these women
followed their aims with great self-confidence
and supported each other as friends. But it is
also the story of how their dreams burst.

Irish Radisch

Sales
All rights available

• Three literary icons: Christa Wolf,
Brigitte Reimann and Maxie Wander

204 pages
September 2022

• A modern look at the great
promise of socialism

Foto ©: Lea Hopp

Carolin Würfel
was born in 1986 in Leipzig and studied History
and Journalism in Berlin and Istanbul. She works
as a freelance writer and journalist and is a
regular contributor to Die Zeit. She is the author of
Ingrid Wiener und die Kunst der Befreiung (2019).

Carolin Würfel
Three Women Who
Dreamed of Socialism
Maxie Wander, Brigitte
Reimann and Christa Wolf
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N AT U R E & S C I E N C E

RUDOLF NEUMAIER
»Foxes trot,
hares hop and
deer gallop.
Every contact
they make with
the ground is
just a gentle,
generous concession to gravity.«

Deer are enchanting creatures. Their grace
has inspired painters like Franz Marc and
writers like Christian Morgenstern. And
the most beloved fawn to roam across film
history was, of course, Bambi. Nowadays,
deer are supposedly the culprits of the devastation of forests. Rudolf Neumaier sheds light
on stories and debates surrounding deer
over the centuries. First, he recounts the
fascinating cultural history of the deer, from
its role as game for ordinary people to an
emblem of tattoo parlours. A homage to
the deer and a wake-up call for everyone
who holds deer dear.

Sales
All rights available

Foto ©: Michael Namberger

Rudolf Neumaier
grew up in Berchtesgaden and studied history
in Regensburg. From 1991 to 2021 he was a
journalist at the Süddeutsche Zeitung and wrote
for the culture section from 2010 to 2021. Today
he is the managing director of the Bayerische
Landesverein für Heimatpflege, an association
that preserves Bavarian history and traditions.

25

• Revered, rhapsodised and hunted – the
fascinating cultural history of the deer

Rudolf Neumaier
The Deer
A Mythical Creature
192 pages with index
October 2022

• The deer has inspired people from
Hildegard von Bingen to Christian
Morgenstern and Franz Marc
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N AT U R E & S C I E N C E

SCIENCE BUSTERS
Six books, 50 live programmes, 120 TV shows
and 800 radio columns: for 15 years, the
Science Busters have been dragging science
onto the big stage. When they started they
were the »sharpest boy band in the Milky
Way«. Now they bask in the spotlight as »the
Kelly Family of Science«. Whether explaining
the pandemic, the climate or conspiracy
theories, humour has never been this important
when talking science. In their weighty jubilee
compendium, the Science Busters settle some
questions for once and for all: Why is science
true whether or not you believe in it? How

»Probably the most intelligent boy band on the planet!
Their entertaining, mischievous and unforgettable science
presentations are second to none.« Deutschlandfunk

much does the climate catastrophe cost in
Bitcoin? Does showering help fight xenophobia? And on the passport photos of black
holes, do both ears have to be visible?
The Science Busters are celebrating
and they’re ready for 15 more years of
stage explosions at the service of science!

»Seriously witty and seriously informative.« Mai Thi Nguyen-Kim

Sales
All rights available

• Humour and science as an antidote
to waffle: why facts are still true even
Science Buster Martin Puntigam has gathered together: Martin Moder, Florian Freistetter,
Helmut Jungwirth, Elisabeth Oberzaucher, Ruth
Grütbauch, Gunkl, Ursula Hollenstein and Peter
Weinberger for the Science Buster’s 15th jubilee
compendium.

if you don’t believe in them
• 15 years of science, 15 years of

Science Busters
Science is true whether
or not you believe in it
The Science Busters’
Big Jubilee Book
288 pages with many
illustrations and an index
September 2022

laughing till your stomach hurts:
the Science Busters are celebrating

Foto ©: Büro Alba

their jubilee with a new book
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»One of the most intellectual
voices in Germany.«
						Jeder soll von da, wo er ist einen Schritt näher kommen

»A beautiful, deep and sometimes
unsettling book.«
Die singuläre Frau

»Karl Schlögel's intelligent 			
work teaches us that
whatever happens to
Ukraine, it will never
let us go.«
Entscheidung in Kiew

29

PHILOSOPHY

NAVID KERMANI

English sample
translation
available

Evening after evening, a father tells his
daughter about religion – not just about their
own, Islam, but about religion in general, about
God and nothingness, about love and death.
On the
SPIEGEL
t
bestseller lis

And he soon comes to the big questions that
all children ask themselves, and which many
of them forget once they have grown up. This
book is an enchantment, a poetic masterpiece,
and incredibly personal – precisely because

When Sheikh Abu Saíd, one of the most famous Islamic mystics

Navid Kermani dares to write into the darkness

of the eleventh century, once visited Tus in northeast Iran, so many

and does not let his faith cover up his lack of

believers flocked to the mosque in anticipation of his preaching
that there was no room left. »May God forgive me,« cried the usher,
»come a little closer, all of you, wherever you are.« At that, the Sheikh

answers. But also of course because his prose,
his thoughts, his knowledge of two cultures
are so unique, so bright and so deep.

stopped the assembly before it had begun. »The usher has already
said everything I wanted to say and all the prophets have said,«
he explained before he turned and left the city. »Come

Foto: Heike Boggenberger

a little closer, all of you, wherever you are.«

Navid Kermani
was born in 1967 in Siegen, and now lives and
works as a freelance writer in Cologne. He has
received numerous awards for his literary and
essayistic work, including the German Book Trade
Association’s Peace Prize and, more recently, the
Hölderlin Prize of the City of Homburg. His most
recent publications with Hanser were Sozusagen
Paris (a novel, 2016) and the children’s book Ayda,
Bär und Hase (2017). His non-fiction book Wonder
Beyond Belief: On Christianity was published in
2016 by C. H. Beck.
navidkermani.de. On Facebook

• The bestselling author explores the
big questions and the meaning of life
• Initial Print Run of 50,000 copies

Sales
Arab rights (Red Sea), Italy (Keller Editore),
Netherlands (Cossee), UK/US (Polity Press)

Navid Kermani
Come a Little Closer,
All of You, Wherever
You Are
Questions About God
240 pages
January 2022

• Navid Kermani on religion, humanity,
and the meaning of life
• The essence of his thought:
a call for us to come together

Winner of the German Book Trade Association’s
Peace Prize in 2015

MORE QUOTES AND PRAISE

»A book as inviting as its title.«
Gustav Seibt, Süddeutsche Zeitung

»One of the most
exciting intellectual
voices in Germany.«
The New York Review of Books

»What a book! 240 pages

»The book itself is an
»Kermani moves from Koranic
suras to quantum physics
to Plato with the greatest

that are as strong as the

»You will certainly enjoy this

narrative ease. And you

presentation and title.

clever, eclectic and entertai-

immediately want a fireplace

This is a very personal

ning book!«

and a lot of time to reflect on

book, so personal that
I'll do something radio
journalists don't normally
do – I'll admit that a few
tears rolled down my
cheek while reading. It
is a very dialogic book,
I feel taken seriously,
even as an adult.«
Andreas Main, Deutschlandfunk

Gesa Ufer | Thomas Böhm, rbb

all the thoughts the author
»Kermani’s words are full

rouses in you.« Stern

of relish and peppered with
a pinch of self-irony. His

»Navid Kermani conveys

writing burns with a love

religion brilliantly. His heart-

of poetry, and the rhyme

felt poetry is enchanting. He

of the suras. This bestsel-

remains honest, doesn't con-

ling author is interested in

jure up impossible dreams,

thought-provoking ideas,

confronts doubt, and takes

boundaries and commona-

on all the great maybes of

lities, and therefore, nothing

the Koran. Lively, unique!«

example of the accuracy,
curiosity and patience
that Kermani expects
from believers in God.
It is not just poetic, even
if beauty is a serious
argument for Kermani;
and it does not evade the
sceptical questions raised
by the history of religions
and Islamism in particular. His daughter's doubts
are no less a part of the
reality described in this
clever, thoughtful and
warm-hearted book than
his elucidations.«
Andreas Mihm, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

»In this ravishing text

less than an examination of

to his daughter, he recon-

ourselves, our being, and

ciles us with God.«

the origin of the world.«

»There must be something emanating from this man that

Andrea Schwyzer, NDR Kultur

we could use right now. You might call it humanity.«

Daniel Arnet, Blick

Wolfgang Maiworm, Magazin Lebens(t)räume

									

Tobias Haberl, SZ-Magazin

»Bachelorette, Bitch, Wallflower, Powerwoman,
Hopeless case, Egoist, Wet Blanket, Women's Libber,
Frigid Intellectual, Single Mother, Single Woman –
she’s been given many names.
I prefer to refer to her as the

And I’d better tell you right away: I am a fan of hers.«
Katja Kullmann

»We should all rejoice, because
Katja Kullmann takes the scare factor
out of the so-called single woman in such
a smart, good-humoured way that we can
at last cease to be afraid of her.«

»I’d better tell you right away:
I am a fan of this book.«

Antonia Baum

Tom Kummer

POLITICS & SOCIETY

KATJA KULLMANN

English sample
translation
available

»Luckily Katja Kullmann
hasn’t saddled herself

She is the woman who is rumoured to not
be lucky in love. The one who manages her

with a life partner,

life solo. The woman without a partner. From
the Weimar Republic office girl to the sup-

otherwise she might

posedly lonesome educated woman of our
present day – she is the real heroine of

not have had the space

the modern age: the singular woman.
Shortly before her fiftieth birthday, Katja Kull-

and time required to

mann realised that she too had become one
of them: a long-term singleton. The realisation

write this beautiful,

gave her a little shock – but then felt like a

deep and sometimes

to unsparingly explore herself, but also for

liberation. And a spur – not just for her
a wider search. What literary, social and pop-

unsettling book.«

cultural testimonies have been left behind by
the woman without a partner? And what might

Alexander Schimmelbusch

her future look like? Katja Kullmann leads
us with passion and determination to a
radical reevaluation of single women.

Sales
All rights available

• The singular woman is not just

Foto ©: Christian Werner

Katja Kullmann
was born in 1970; she lives and works as a writer
and journalist in Berlin. Her favourite topics are the
world of work, gender issues and popular culture.
Her bestselling book Generation Ally won the
German Book Prize in 2003. The Singular Woman
is her fifth book.
katjakullmann.de, on Instagram and on Facebook

represented in all classes, social
backgrounds and environments –
she is the real heroine of modernity
• Katja Kullmann tells us what it
is like to be an unaccompanied woman
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KARL SCHLÖGEL
»Karl Schlögel's
intelligent work
of enlightenment
teaches us that
whatever happens
to Ukraine, as a
significant part
of Europe, it will
never let us go.«
Richard Herzinger, Die Welt

Ukraine is a country caught in a political
tug of war: With Russia to the east and the
European Union to the west, this pivotal nation
has long been a pawn in a global ideological
game, the stakes of which have only gotten
higher through the Russian annexation of
Crimea and subsequent invasion. To better
capture this shifting panorama, Karl Schlögel
has added a major essay on war to his
Ukrainian Lessons of 2015, based on years
of travel and research into the country. Lviv,
Odessa, Chernivtsi, Kiev, Kharkiv, Mariupol:
All those names we have come to associate
with terrible news can be rediscovered here as
doorways into an open, diverse world that the
West has ignored for far too long. Combining
a historian’s meticulousness with his
customary journalistic flair, Karl Schlögel
illuminates Ukraine. And his urban portraits
make it patently clear that, in order to know
what is at stake in Europe, we must look here.
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• Karl Schlögel’s perspective on the
Ukraine: its past, self-image and future
• Schlögel’s commentary stands as
both dedicated testimony and
in-depth analysis
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